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Chapter 1

The Tallgrass Prairie:
Raymond Lindeman, a Minnesota Bog Lake, 
and the Birth of Ecosystems Ecology 
William Hoffman

. . . he was a field ecologist at heart, a limnologist from the prairie. 

Under the summer sun of the late 1930s, as the world emerged 
from economic depression and reeled toward war, a graduate stu-
dent would infl ate his “pneumatic boat” and set out on a small lake 
in east central Minnesota to gather samples for his ecological stud-
ies.* One of his academic advisers at the University of Minnesota 
had spott ed the lake during a reconnaissance fl ight years earlier 
and regarded it as a good subject for research. The student, Ray 
Lindeman, went about his sample collecting beneath the source 
of the energy that animated the ecological system of the bog-like 
lake he sought to understand in bold and original detail. About the 
same time, a Cornell University nuclear physicist, a Jewish émigré 
from Nazi Germany, was trying to solve the mystery of that very 
energy source, the sun. And solve it he did, publishing the “Energy 
Production in Stars” in the months before the sun set on Europe 
with the outbreak of war. Both the graduate student and the physi-
cist were theoretical systems thinkers by nature. Both used ther-
modynamic calculations. Both were interested in energy fl ow, one 
through ecosystems and the other through stars. They had some-
thing else in common: the graduate student, naturally enough, got 
his hands and feet dirty doing his work; students of physicist Hans 
Bethe couldn’t help but notice his muddy shoes when he came to 
class.1

Unlike Bethe, who was productive almost until the end of his 
ninety-eight years, the pioneering ecosystems ecologist Raymond 
Lindeman exercised his nascent yet powerful scientifi c imagination 
over the course of just a few years. He had no choice. As he col-
lected his samples, recorded his data, wrote his dissertation, and 
draft ed and re-draft ed “The Trophic-Dynamic Aspect of Ecology,”2 
the manuscript whose publication would make him famous, he was 
dying. As death approached he appeared to treat the prospect as a 
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distraction to his research and moving his ideas through scientifi c 
peer review into print, which was proving to be diffi  cult. 

Lindeman had a passion for discovering how the natural world 
works as a complex dynamic system. He possessed a mind well 
equipped to fi nd out and work habits that enabled him to deliver 
the goods. The ideas about ecological energetics, food webs, and 
ecological succession encompassed in his paper fueled research for 
two generations of ecologists. The British ecologist and botanist Ar-
thur Tansley had introduced the term “ecosystem” just as Linde-
man launched his boat on Cedar Bog Lake, located north of Minne-
apolis, but it was Lindeman himself who gave birth to ecosystems 
ecology. Eugene Odum’s classic textbook Fundamentals of Ecology 
(1953)3 helped to make Lindeman’s model of energy fl ow the key 
approach for studying diverse biological processes and comparing 
diverse ecosystems. More than seven decades aft er its publication, 
Lindeman’s paper continues to be listed among essential readings 
in natural resource and species management and in ecosystem con-
servation.4 

If the average human life expectancy worldwide is seventy-one 
years, in human terms the sun is about thirty-fi ve years old. It will 
keep Earth habitable for life as we know it a couple more billion 
years by energizing Earth’s ecosystems. As Hans Bethe observed in 
his Nobel lecture, stars have a life cycle much like animals: “They 
get born, they grow, they go through a defi nite internal develop-
ment, and fi nally they die, to give back the material of which they 
are made so that new stars may live.”5 So it is with the ecosystems 
that sustain life on planet Earth, based on the natural metabolic 
processes Lindeman articulated in an aquatic system. Organisms 
die and decompose into simpler inorganic molecules in what he in-
ventively termed “ooze.” Subsequently these inorganic molecules 
in ooze are incorporated into living plants through photosynthesis 
and transferred through aquatic food webs, just as the sun incor-
porated heavy elements from earlier stars that died and became 
supernovas. 

In ecosystems, these molecules cycle through Earth’s biotic 
and abiotic worlds. “The ecosystem may be formally defi ned as the 
system composed of physical-chemical-biological processes active 
within a space-time unit of any magnitude, i.e., the biotic commu-
nity plus its abiotic environment,” Lindeman wrote, citing Tansley 
and his breakthrough idea. “The concept of the ecosystem is be-
lieved by the writer to be of fundamental importance in interpret-
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ing the data of dynamic ecology.”6 In short, the ecosystem is the key 
ecological unit in the natural world and an accessible avenue for 
the quantitative analysis of productivity and energy in ecological 
space.

Ecosystems are oft en described as self-organizing, self-regulat-
ing, and homeostatic. They are resilient to temporary changes in 
conditions, tending to keep them more or less in equilibrium. But 
what happens when people disrupt ecosystems? As Lindeman was 
struggling to get his transformational ideas published in the jour-
nal Ecology, ideas he would not live to see in print, few people aside 
from conservationists were concerned about environmental dam-
age from human activity. Few talked about biodiversity loss. No 
one talked about human-caused climate disruption. And the debut 
of the term “the Anthropocene,” the human age, was six decades 
away. 

Up from the Farm
Lindeman’s brief journey through life commenced on a farm set 

amid the gently undulating glacial-drift  plain of southwestern Min-
nesota that the Des Moines lobe of the Wisconsin glaciation forged 
at the end of the last ice age. The glacial drift  consists mainly of 
till overlaying a foundation of Precambrian bedrock. The Minne-
sota River, a descendant of the glacial River Warren, forms most 
of the northern border of Redwood County, which was home to 
the Lindeman farm.7 This world, the land beneath Lindeman’s feet, 
fi red his imagination. Years later, as a graduate student, he would 
describe the geology and paleoecology of the Anoka Sand Plain 
north of Minneapolis in his article “The Developmental History of 
Cedar Creek Bog, Minnesota” published in the American Midland 
Naturalist in 1941, a year before his death. The Anoka Sand Plain 
was something of an aberration, a defl ection of the Des Moines lobe 
as the lobe extended southward like a pseudopod creating the soil 
conditions on the Lindeman farm. The bog upon which Lindeman 
expended his graduate-student energy, as he himself described it, 
“was formed as an ice-block lake in a pitt ed sand-outwash topog-
raphy.”8

The soil upon which the farms of Redwood County rested was 
well suited for raising wheat, corn, oats, barley, potatoes, and prai-
rie hay, the preferred crops of the German and Norwegian sett lers 
there. The Lindeman 320-acre farm was next door to one of many 
farms in the area owned by Richard W. Sears, the founder of Sears, 
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Roebuck & Co. who started as a railroad station agent in Redwood 
Falls in the early 1880s. Both Lindeman’s parents, Ott o and Julia 
(Ash), were 1910 graduates of the University of Minnesota’s Agri-
culture School, where they met.9 An entry in their senior yearbook’s 
“Class Alphabet” reads (with its misspelling of Lindeman):

L is for LINDERMAN,
The chemist so rash,

Who is always well versed
On the essentials of ASH.

Ott o and Julia were married in 1913. Raymond was born in 1915. 
He never took to agriculture despite his parents’ college degrees in 
the fi eld and his father’s advanced practices. A family farmhand 

recounted that he never saw 
Raymond on a tractor. Ac-
cording to Robert W. Sterner, 
who interviewed people who 
knew him, Raymond expend-
ed his abundant boyhood en-
ergy on nature, not agricul-
ture. “A common and recur-
ring theme among those who 
recalled Raymond was his in-
tense and not easily satisfi ed 
curiosity about the natural 
world,” Sterner wrote in an 
article published in the Lim-
nology and Oceanography Bul-
letin.10 Lindeman spent a lot 
of time outdoors observing 
the fl ora and fauna hosted by 
the tallgrass prairie, the area 
wetlands and woodlands, 
and the ravines and bedrock 
outcroppings characteristic of 
Redwood County. During his 
excursions he would capture 
butt erfl ies and kept a collec-

tion of them in his bedroom. His visual acuity of the natural world 
suff ered a setback when he accidentally damaged the cornea of his 

Raymond Lindeman
Pioneering ecosystems ecologist Raymond 
Laurel Lindeman (1915-1942). Courtesy 
University of Minnesota.
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right eye with iodine, leaving the eye able to distinguish only light 
from dark.

Aft er att ending a one-room schoolhouse and then graduating 
from Redwood Falls High School in 1932, Lindeman enrolled in 
Park College, a small liberal arts school in Missouri, graduating sec-
ond in his class in 1936. In his college application he wrote that he 
wanted to become an experimental biologist. Lindeman was some-
thing of an idealist, and science was his fi rst love. Science allowed 
one to “see and try to understand the majestic symmetry of the uni-
verse” while serving humanity.11 Two events had a profound infl u-
ence on Lindeman while he was a college student. He met his future 
wife, Eleanor Hall, the daughter of a professor at Albion College 
in Michigan. She was an indispensable partner for his scientifi c in-
terests and became an algal specialist in her own right. Then in the 
summer of 1935 Lindeman pursued undergraduate studies at the 
University of Minnesota’s Lake Itasca fi eld station, where he met 
his future doctoral adviser Samuel Eddy, a professor of zoology and 
curator of fi shes at the Bell Museum of Natural History. But Eddy’s 
infl uence on Lindeman aft er he enrolled in the doctoral program the 
next year may have been less than that of William S. Cooper, head of 
the botany department, whose research centered on the postglacial 
history of the Anoka Sand Plain. It was Cooper who had spott ed 
Cedar Bog Lake during a reconnaissance fl ight in 1930.12 

On a December day in 1936 Lindeman traveled the thirty-fi ve 
miles from campus to what was soon to be named the Cedar Creek 
Natural History Area and began fi ve intensive years of collecting 
samples including benthos, the aquatic organisms on the lake fl oor. 
Aft er they were married in 1938, the collecting was invariably a joint 
venture of Raymond and Eleanor, who were sometimes accompa-
nied by colleagues and friends. Friends did the driving because the 
Lindemans didn’t own a car. Sometimes their friends would loan 
them a car. Raymond’s persistence and single-mindedness when it 
came to his research sometimes led him to skip his classes, which 
during the course of his graduate school years included protozo-
ology, animal physiology and behavior, terrestrial animal ecology, 
plant ecology, aquatic ecology, entomology, parasitology, histology, 
ichthyology, rotifer research, aquatic biology research, and, criti-
cally, biostatistics.13 His $600 annual stipend as a teaching assistant 
meant that he and Eleanor could just get by. They lived in a trailer 
a few minutes’ walk from a basement room in the zoology building 
where they did their research using the analytical instruments avail-
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able. Large tubs accommodated aquatic organisms and biomaterials 
from the lake bott om. Sieves were employed to sort the contents into 
two-quart canning jars for subsequent spectroscopic analysis and 
data collection.

Cedar Bog Lake
View of Cedar Bog Lake with experimental plots in the rear. Cedar Creek 
Ecosystem Science Reserve, East Bethel, Minnesota. Courtesy University of 
Minnesota College of Biological Sciences.

A Theory Takes Flight
Ecology as an academic discipline was a half-century old when 

Lindeman commenced his revolutionary study of “the physical-
chemical-biological processes active within a space-time unit,” an 
eff ort focused on a bog lake, which according to ecological succes-
sion theory was destined to become woodland. The German biolo-
gist Ernst Haeckel coined the word “ecology” (“Ökologie”) in 1866. 
He conceived of ecology as an anti-mechanistic, holistic approach to 
biology, a web that linked organisms with their surrounding envi-
ronment. Haeckel’s holistic view played a key role in the early intel-
lectual development of ecology, infusing Nature with vitalism, the 
virtuous properties of “Mother Earth,” and giving biology the up-
per hand over physical processes.14 Frederic Clements, an infl uential 
Carnegie Institution plant ecologist, kept the focus on biology, the 
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description and distribution of species, and ecological communities 
as communities of organisms until Arthur Tansley came along. 

The botanist Tansley, a champion of landscape conservation, in-
sisted that ecological studies needed to take into account “the whole 
system (in the sense of physics), including not only the organism-
complex, but also the whole complex of physical factors forming 
what we call the environment of the biome—the habitat factors in 
the widest sense,” he explained. “Though the organisms may claim 
our primary interest, when we are trying to think fundamentally we 
cannot separate them from their special environment, with which 
they form one physical system.”15

Aft er Tansley, Lindeman was the key fi gure in reorienting ecol-
ogy from its traditional biological emphasis, writing that “the dis-
crimination between living organisms as parts of the ‘biotic commu-
nity’ and dead organisms and inorganic nutritives as part of the ‘en-
vironment’ seems arbitrary and unnatural.” The organic-inorganic 
cycling of nutritives “is so completely integrated that to consider 
such a unit as a lake primarily as a biotic community appears to 
force a ‘biological’ emphasis upon a more basic functional organi-
zation.”16 Unlike Tansley, Lindeman supported his theoretical leap 
with copious, well-organized data systematically derived from one 
specifi c, relatively well-delineated aquatic body over fi ve years. At 
the time the fi eld of ecology was dominated by empirical science 
and fi eldwork. Theory was fi ne for astrophysicists calculating how 
stars like the sun produce the energy that sustains biological com-
munities, but it was regarded by traditional ecologists as question-
able, if not illegitimate, as a framework with explanatory and po-
tentially predictive power for how these communities change over 
hundreds or thousands of years.

Harvard University ecologist Robert Cook elucidated Linde-
man’s theoretical and research originality in his essay “Raymond 
Lindeman and the Trophic-Dynamic Concept in Ecology,” pub-
lished in Science in 1977.17 A hydrosere is an ecological succession 
that occurs in an aquatic habitat. Over a period of hundreds or 
thousands of years, temperate zone deep lakes progress from low 
nutrient levels at the outset (oligotrophy) to healthy levels of nutri-
ents (eutrophy) to deterioration and decline (senescence) to hosting 
mats of fl oating vegetation (mat stage) to bog forests and eventually 
to stable biological communities (climax). In Lindeman’s view, to 
understand a hydrosere it is essential to understand both the nutri-
tional relations of life in successive trophic (nutritional) levels of the 
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food cycle in the aquatic environment and how energy dissipates 
through these trophic levels. Cedar Bog Lake was then as it is today 
a weedy, litt oral body of water lying in the transition between late 
lake succession and early terrestrial succession. In Cook’s account, 
Ray and Eleanor meticulously sampled the population of “aquatic 
plants and phytoplankton, the grazing and predatory zooplankton, 
the benthic fauna of worms and insect larvae, the crustaceans, and 
the fi sh.” The association of an organism with a given trophic level 
was governed by what the organism eats and what eats it. The exer-
cise gave Lindeman an intimate understanding of the movement of 
nutrients from one trophic level to another.

To integrate their data of food-cycle dynamics with current 
principles of community succession, Lindeman created the trophic-
dynamic viewpoint, a unifying principle for understanding ecologi-
cal succession. Lindeman wrote in the last chapter of his doctoral 
thesis: “The trophic-dynamic viewpoint, to be elaborated in this 
paper, emphasizes the relationship of energy-availing (food cycle) 
relationships within the community to the process of succession.’’17 
Lindeman believed that short-term trophic functioning had implica-
tions for long-term dynamic functioning of the lake and ultimately 
lake succession, the hydrosere. The only way he could prove it was 
through rigorous quantitative assessment of the biological produc-
tivity at successive trophic levels and then integrating that informa-
tion with estimates of energy expenditures at successive trophic lev-
els. In the end what was important was not the relation of members 
of the same species with one another or of communities of species 
in a given trophic level, but the overall biomass productivity and 
energy use in a given trophic level and how the productivity and 
energy use values compared with those of the adjacent trophic lev-
els in the food pyramid. 

Pyramids and Webs
Lindeman entitled a subsection of his paper “The Eltonian 

Pyramid” referring to the “pyramid of numbers” conceived by the 
English animal ecologist Charles Elton in 1927.18 In Elton’s pyramid, 
simple organisms at the base of the food cycle (e.g. invertebrates) 
are relatively abundant. Moving toward the top of the pyramid or-
ganisms become progressively larger in size and fewer in number 
(e.g. mammals). Lindeman noted that the Eltonian Pyramid “may 
also be expressed in terms of biomass. The weight of all predators 
must always be much lower than that of all food animals, and the 
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total weight of the latt er much lower than the plant production.”19 
Conversely, the biomass weight of primary producers (plankton, 
plants) is greater than that of primary consumers (zooplankton, ter-
restrial herbivores) which in turn is greater than that of secondary 
consumers (small predators) which is greater than tertiary consum-
ers (larger predators) and so on. Then Lindeman added: “To the 
human ecologist, it is noteworthy that the population density of the 
essentially vegetarian Chinese, for example, is much greater than 
that of the more carnivorous English.”20 

In today’s environmentally stressed world of seven billion 
people, this “noteworthy” example stands out. Using Lindeman’s 

Diagram
The food-cycle relationships diagram Lindeman drew for his landmark 
paper “The Trophic-Dynamic Aspect of Ecology.” Lindeman modifi ed the 
diagram he drew for his doctoral thesis, adding solar radiation input and 
Greek lett ers denoting energy and trophic levels. Courtesy “Ecology,” 
Ecological Society of America.
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“ten percent law” for the transfer effi  ciency of energy between one 
trophic level and the next–that is, only about ten percent of the en-
ergy is fi xed in fl esh and available for creatures in the next trophic 
level of the food web—French scientists calculated the global me-
dian human trophic level for the fi rst time in 2013.21 The trophic 
level for omnivorous humans is 2.21 on a scale in which plants and 
phytoplankton represent trophic level 1 and carnivorous predators 
like polar bears and killer whales represent 5.5, the highest trophic 
level in what Elton called the food cycle and what ecologists to-
day call the food web. From 1961 to 2009 humans moved up three 
percent trophically from 2.15 to 2.21 “due mainly to the increased 
consumption of fat and meat.” Populous developing countries are 
moving up the food web to a higher trophic level, with profound 
consequences for human and planetary health. No wonder, then, 
that the French scientists titled their study “Eating up the world’s 
food web and the human trophic level.”

Renowned ecologist David Tilman and his graduate student 
Michael Clark showed that demand for meat protein by Linde-
man’s “essentially vegetarian Chinese” surged beginning in the 
second half of the twentieth century.22 Current dietary trajectories 
in China, India, and ninety-eight additional developing and devel-
oped countries “are greatly increasing global incidences of type II 
diabetes, cancer and coronary heart disease” and “are causing glob-
ally signifi cant increases in GHG [greenhouse gas] emissions and 
contributing to land clearing.” Tilman, who is a professor at the 
University of Minnesota and at UC Santa Barbara, directs the Cedar 
Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve, home to the Raymond Linde-
man Research and Discovery Center, East Bethel, Minnesota, on the 
northern edge of metropolitan Minneapolis-St. Paul.

Lindeman’s theoretical foundation for explaining how energy 
and materials move through food web trophic levels also brings 
together ecosystem function with biomass distribution and biodi-
versity. Today his descendants in ecological theory construction 
are developing food web models of trophic interactions between 
species and energy fl ows among species in an eff ort to bring to-
gether biodiversity and ecosystem function in a single conceptual 
framework. Quantitative analysis and modeling of food webs are 
already proving to be useful for managing marine and aquatic eco-
systems. In its 2012 meta-review “Biodiversity loss and its impact 
on humanity,”23 an international team of ecologists, including Til-
man, observed that models and statistical tools can help ecologists 
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move from experiments that detail local processes to “landscape-
scale patt erns where management and policy take place.” One of 
the greatest challenges, they concluded, is to use what has already 
been learned to develop predictive models based on empirically 
quantifi ed ecological mechanisms, models that can forecast chang-
es in ecosystems at scales that are “policy-relevant” and that link to 
social, economic, and political systems. If the modeling ethos that 
Lindeman introduced into his fi eld leads to reliable forecasting at 
such scales with such links, ”we may yet bring the modern era of 
biodiversity loss to a safe end for humanity.” The existence of a 
growing fraction of the approximately “9 million types of plants, 
animals, protists and fungi that inhabit the Earth” is at stake. What 
their loss means to the future well-being of the biosphere and its 
seven billion human inhabitants cannot be computed. 

What biodiversity loss means for the productivity of the native 
Midwestern grasslands is something Tilman and his colleagues 
have analyzed and calculated following long-term fi eld experi-
ments performed at Cedar Creek.24 They found that decreases in 
grassland plant diversity affect productivity at least as much as 
changes in nitrogen, carbon dioxide, herbivores, water, drought, or 
fi re. In their natural state, the “lakes of grass,” as the Lakota de-
scribed the Prairie to the French explorer Joseph Nicollet, thrive as 
communities of grass plant relatives.

Biogeochemical Cycles and the Biosphere
Early in his paper, Lindeman acknowledges that the trophic-

dynamic viewpoint he was about to describe “is closely allied to 
Vernadsky’s ‘biogeochemical’ approach.”25 The Russian biologist, 
geochemist, mineralogist, and natural philosopher Vladimir I. Ver-
nadsky was a remarkable fi gure in twentieth-century science. Ver-
nadsky revived the term “biosphere” and secured its association 
with his name with the publication of The Biosphere in Russian in 
1926. The Biosphere was published in French in 1929, in German in 
1930, and in English not until 1998.26 (The Austrian geologist Edu-
ard Suess had coined the term “biosphere” in the nineteenth cen-
tury. Suess defi ned biosphere as “the place on earth’s surface where 
life dwells.”)

In The Biosphere Vernadsky conceived and formulated Earth’s 
physics as a living whole. He is regarded by many as the founder 
of biogeochemistry, the scientifi c discipline that involves the inte-
grated study of the chemical, physical, geological, and biological 
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processes and reactions that govern the composition of the natural 
environment. His was an expansive understanding of living space 
that involves all space that is aff ected by life—from Earth’s atmo-
sphere to its deep-sea vents and deepest subterranean life-sup-
porting strata. Vernadsky imagined Earth as a structure of great 
concentric regions subdivided by envelopes or “geospheres.” The 
biosphere forms the upper geosphere of one of these concentric re-
gions—the Earth’s outer shell of rock called the crust. He asserted 
that “a considerable amount of matt er in the biosphere has been 
accumulated and united by the energy of the sun” and that “solar 
energy is transferred to the depths of the crust.”27 As Hans Bethe 
was calculating the energy production of stars and Lindeman was 
conceiving the trophic-dynamic view of ecology, Vernadsky was 
expanding his idea of geospheric envelopes and their biological, 
physical, and chemical cycles in his writings. 

Lindeman may have found his way to citing Vernadsky inde-
pendently, but the infl uence of his Yale University mentor in el-
evating Vernadsky in his estimation may well have been a factor 
because G. Evelyn Hutchinson was an early and enthusiastic sup-
porter of Vernadsky’s ideas.28 The story of how Hutchinson used 
his persuasive powers as the country’s most distinguished academ-
ic ecologist to midwife Lindeman’s manuscript into print is well 
known and well told by Robert Cook in his Science article. Having 
been awarded a Sterling Fellowship to do postdoctoral research 
at Yale, Lindeman joined Hutchinson’s laboratory in late summer 
1941. With Hutchinson’s guidance and his wife Evelyn’s encourage-
ment, he began to reshape the last chapter of his dissertation into a 
journal article for submission to Ecology.

Hutchinson was raised in Cambridge, England, where his fa-
ther was a professor of mineralogy at Cambridge University, which 
he att ended. While a young zoology instructor in South Africa, 
Hutchinson was inspired by Charles Elton’s book Animal Ecology 
and his food cycle pyramid.29 Unlike many of his colleagues, Elton 
among them, he embraced quantitative science, math, and model 
building, which he readily joined with his empirical research, set-
ting the stage for ecosystems ecology and Lindeman’s trophic-dy-
namic concept. Hutchinson had broad interests including chemis-
try, geology, and energy in addition to biology and limnology, the 
study of inland lakes. His studies of Linsley Pond in Connecticut 
helped establish his credentials as a limnologist without peer and 
persuaded him, as biologist and author Joel Hagen wrote, that the 
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self-regulatory mechanisms governing the biogeochemical pro-
cesses of Linsley Pond “were comparable to those operating in 
the biosphere as a whole.”30 Nancy Slack concludes her book G. 
Evelyn Hutchinson and the Invention of Modern Ecology writing that 
Hutchinson was “one of the twentieth century’s most notable scien-
tifi c polymaths” and “a polymath within his chosen fi eld of ecology 
as well.” By the mid-1930s, she notes, Hutchinson was requiring his 
graduate students to read Vernadsky’s Biosphere (in French).31

Aft er joining the Yale faculty in 1928, Hutchinson became ac-
quainted with George Vernadsky, a Yale historian who introduced 
him to his father’s writings. Later, George Vernadsky and Hutchin-
son collaborated to bring Vladimir Vernadsky’s writings to English 
readers. Vernadsky died in early 1945 just before two of his trans-
lated articles, including “The Biosphere and the Noösphere,” were 
published in American Scientist, of which Hutchinson was then edi-
tor.32 Hutchinson wrote in the foreword: “The two articles together 
present the general intellectual outlook of one of the most remark-
able scientifi c leaders of the present century.” Three years later, in 
“On Living in the Biosphere,” published in The Scientifi c Monthly, 
based on a paper he presented at an American Association for the 
Advancement of Science (AAAS) symposium “The World’s Natural 
Resources,” Hutchinson addressed the carbon cycle. “In the cycle 
of carbon we have a remarkable, possibly a unique, case in which 
man, the miner, increases the cyclicity of the geochemical process.” 
The combustion of coal and oil “actually returns carbon to the at-
mosphere as CO

2
 at a rate at least a hundred times greater than the 

rate of loss of all forms of carbon, oxidized and reduced, to the sedi-
ments.” Here Hutchinson cited Vicktor Goldschmidt, a Norwegian 
geochemist considered along with Vernadsky to be a founder of 
the fi eld. Then Hutchinson stated tellingly, “This particular process 
obviously cannot go on indefi nitely.”33

Leopold, Lindeman, and the Land
Had he been alive, Aldo Leopold undoubtedly would have 

been invited to address the AAAS natural resources symposium 
where Hutchinson read his paper “On Living in the Biosphere.” 
But Leopold, a University of Wisconsin-Madison professor of game 
management, died tragically earlier in the year from a heart att ack 
aft er trying to help a neighbor put out a brush fi re that was head-
ing toward a pine stand. It happened near his “shack,” a converted 
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chicken coop outside of Baraboo, Wisconsin, where he was await-
ing publication of A Sand County Almanac: And Sketches Here and 
There. It was a book of his refl ections about the natural world sur-
rounding the shack, a book infused with the wonder of his youth 
as he wandered freely in the woods, prairies, and along the Missis-
sippi River bluff s in Burlington, Iowa, at the turn of the twentieth 
century, a book destined to secure his place in the pantheon of the 
American conservation movement. 

Hutchinson and Leopold had recently been among the ecolo-
gists who formed the Ecologists Union, the future Nature Conser-
vancy. The union was “devoted to the preservation of natural biotic 
communities for scientifi c use.” Protecting the wetlands of “prime-
val America” as “living museums” constituted Hutchinson’s main 
interest; Leopold’s main concern, as he expressed to the Union’s 
chairman, was “the apparent raid on Western public lands” and 
the river damming by Army engineers “without due consideration 
of ecological penalties.”34

A well-known scientist, ecologist, forester, environmentalist, 
and author, Leopold began writing A Sand County Almanac in 1942, 
the same year Lindeman’s landmark article was published in Ecol-
ogy. “In this infl uential article,” wrote Leopold’s biographers Rich-
ard Knight and Susanne Riedel, “Lindeman added an important el-
ement missing in Tansley’s original characterization of ecosystems: 
energy.”35 Lindeman’s trophic-dynamic viewpoint was “state of the 
art” when Leopold wrote “The Land Ethic,” the concluding essay 
in A Sand County Almanac. Leopold laid out his environmental phi-
losophy in the essay. A land ethic changes the role of Homo sapiens 
“from conqueror of the land-community to plain member and citi-
zen of it.” The fi rst principle of an ethic for the land was straight-
forward: “A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, 
stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it 
tends otherwise.” Leopold saw the extension of ethics beyond hu-
man environments to the natural world as “an evolutionary pos-
sibility and an ecological necessity.”36

The philosophical roots of “The Land Ethic” can be found in the 
speech Leopold delivered to a joint meeting of the Society of Amer-
ican Foresters and the Ecological Society of America in Milwaukee 
in 1939. In it he called ecology “a new fusion point for all the natu-
ral sciences” and one that challenged the “balance of nature” ap-
proach to discovering where utility ends and conservation begins. 
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“If we must use a mental image for land instead of thinking about 
it directly, why not employ the image commonly used in ecology, 
namely the biotic pyramid?” he asked.37 Leopold revealed a modi-
fi ed version of Charles Elton’s food cycle pyramid to represent a 
soil-biota energy circuit. In the scheme energy fl ows up the food 
cycle from soil through plants, plant-eating insects, insect-eating 
birds and rodents, herbivorous mammals, bird- and rodent-eating 
mammals, to carnivores, with each group returning energy to the 
soil. “Land, then, is not merely soil; it is a fountain of energy fl ow-
ing through a circuit of soils, plants, and animals.” 

But energy does not cycle. It arrives via the sun, fl ows, and dis-
sipates into nature’s entropic sinks. In his book Thinking Like a Plan-
et: The Land Ethic and the Earth Ethic, environmental philosopher J. 
Baird Callicott  wrote that if Lindeman was not in Leopold’s audi-
ence when he read his plenary address, “G. E. Hutchinson would 
have been.”38 Callicott  poses the question of whether Leopold’s ad-
dress directly infl uenced Lindeman or indirectly infl uenced him 
through Hutchinson. Leopold never adopted Lindeman’s “fi eld-
defi ning” trophic-dynamic viewpoint of energy fl ow. Writing “The 
Land Ethic” as Lindeman’s unifying concept was inspiring some 
key ecologists, Leopold repeated his “fountain of energy” error. He 
merely renamed his biotic pyramid the “land pyramid.” It was a 
curious scientifi c blunder in an otherwise powerful environmental 
vision, a vision that lives on in natural resource conservation and 
ecosystems management.

Ecosystems, Earth’s “critical zones,” and the Anthropocene
From its earliest days knowledge integration was key in the in-

tellectual development of ecology, serving a deep-seated desire to 
see “ultimate order, balance, equilibrium, and a rational and logical 
system of relations,” in the words of ecologist Frank Golley. The 
rise of ecosystems ecology with Lindeman’s unifying principle of 
energy flowing through a complex dynamic system that inextricably 
entwined the living and nonliving fed the prevailing ethos even 
though it was, in a sense, as Golley described it, “machine theory 
applied to nature.”39

Unlike the early affi  liation of conservation with academic de-
partments of applied economics in schools of agriculture, ecology 
grew up in departments of biology “fractured into botany, zool-
ogy, and other taxonomic or functional ‘ologies,’” as Golley put it. 
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Naturally the “biotic” dimension of the biotic-abiotic complex that 
Lindeman described was emphasized. Moreover, aquatic systems 
were preferred over terrestrial systems for study. Ponds, streams, 
lakes, and rivers have characteristics that lend themselves to meta-
bolic study. The water column is relatively easy to sample, aquatic 
organisms can be retrieved more readily than terrestrial and soil-
based organisms, and the instruments needed to analyze photo-
synthesis and respiration in aquatic systems were available in the 
1930s. 

Lindeman made numerous comparisons of aquatic systems to 
terrestrial systems in formulating his trophic-dynamic viewpoint. 
But in the end he built his theory from the study of an aquatic sys-
tem, comparing his data mainly with that of Chancey Juday’s study 
of Lake Mendota in Wisconsin.40 Not until the 1960s was ecology 
able to produce reliable metabolic data suffi  cient to show how en-
ergy fl ows through trophic levels in marine and terrestrial ecosys-
tems. A review of its application to food webs in marine ecosystems 
seventy years aft er Lindeman concluded that “trophodynamics as 
an organizing theme is robust and valuable for marine ecological 
research.”41 Terrestrial trophodynamic research also was on the 
move. By the 1970s ecologists were able to show that terrestrial 
ecosystems, including soil, were responsible for a large fraction of 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Two decades later, with rising 
atmospheric CO

2
 levels becoming a growing concern, the role of 

Earth’s surface materials and their alteration from human activity 
came into sharper focus, culminating in the formulation of Earth’s 
“critical zones” concept by geophysicist Thomas Jordan and sedi-
mentologist Gail Ashley.42 

A critical zone is defi ned by the National Science Foundation’s 
Critical Zone Observatory program as “a living, breathing, con-
stantly evolving boundary layer where rock, soil, water, air, and liv-
ing organisms interact.”43 The term “critical” was used to highlight 
the human factor in the profound alterations occurring in structure 
and function of the Earth’s outer skin. Critical zone observatories 
around the world coordinate observation, experimentation, and 
modeling of the dynamic processes that drive the atmosphere and 
tree canopy layers, the soil, and subsoil regions down to the deep-
est aquifers and regions of biogeochemical reactions in what Ver-
nadsky termed the Earth’s “crust.” The communications system is 
a sort of Earth sciences “Internet of things,” the interconnection of 
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computing devices and sensors embedded on the Earth’s surface 
and beneath its surface. The wireless system monitors the availabil-
ity of life-sustaining resources, including food and water, and the 
interactions that regulate natural habitats. 

One critical zone observatory, based at the University of Illinois, 
focuses on intensively managed landscapes in Illinois, Iowa, and 
Minnesota. The core site for Minnesota is the Minnesota River basin 
where Lindeman grew up. Land use in the basin has undergone 
profound changes since the beginning of European sett lement in 
the 1830s. Sett lers drained wetlands, cut down the hardwood for-
ests, and converted the tallgrass prairie to row crop agriculture, 
which now covers more than three-fourths of the basin. Faculty 
and students from the Department of Soil, Water, and Climate at 
the University of Minnesota, Lindeman’s alma mater, are studying 
how natural and human-induced landscape change can infl uence 
the movement of sediment and the water quantity and quality into 
the Minnesota River.44

Lindeman’s trophic-dynamic approach to ecology is poised to 
help make comprehensible how critical zones and terrestrial eco-
systems function, in the view of ecologists Daniel Richter of Duke 
University and Sharon Billings of the University of Kansas. They 
see metabolism and energy fl ow as fundamental to both terrestrial 
ecosystems and critical zones. Richter and Billings propose that 
deeper sub-surface regions be examined “to connect the biogeo-
chemistry and hydrology of the above-ground ecosystem and its 
soils with groundwater, streams, lakes, and rivers.”45 They stress 
the words of Tansley and the spirit of Lindeman, Hutchinson, and 
Odum that an ecosystem is “one physical system.” Lindeman could 
easily have substituted terrestrial systems into his text about lakes, 
which Richter and Billings imagine might read, “to consider such a 
unit as a forest, a grassland, or a wetland primarily as a biotic com-
munity appears to force a ‘biological’ emphasis upon a more basic 
functional organization.”

Richter and Billings say terrestrial ecosystem metabolism can 
only be resolved by quantifying the full eff ects of respiratory car-
bon dioxide released by organisms at their deepest level. Measure-
ments should proceed from soil to weathering geologic substrata—
the layer where rocks are broken down into small grains and soil—
to the base of the critical zone. That requires bringing the Earth sci-
ences of hydrology, geology, geomorphology, geophysics, ecology, 
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pedology, geochemistry, and biogeochemistry fully into terrestrial 
ecosystem science. “At a time when Working Group of the Inter-
national Commission on Stratigraphy is evaluating ‘the Anthropo-
cene’ as a new, contemporary unit of geological time,” they write, 
how bett er to promote understanding of the human forcings of the 
planet than by accelerating interdisciplinarity across all the Earth 
sciences? Critical zone science “may become the science of the An-
thropocene.”46

Ecosystems, Life Code, and Conservation 
In his account as Lindeman’s classmate, lab partner and friend 

at the University of Minnesota, Charles Reif told the story of how 
Lindeman had built “a set of detachable rods and a piston-type 
coring device with which he sampled the subsurface layers of the 
bog.”47 He used the device to gather materials from the lake’s ben-
thic layer at specifi c sites across the length of the lake. Benthos is 
home to aquatic organisms that live on, in, or near the bott om, from 
algae, aquatic plants, zooplankton, and protozoa to microfl ora like 
bacteria and fungi to macroinvertebrates like clams, snails, worms, 
and crayfi sh. It represents both producing and consuming trophic 
levels in the food web.

When Lindeman was writing his doctoral dissertation based 
on his intensive study of Cedar Bog Lake, most scientists believed 
protein was the carrier of genetic information. Not until 1944, two 
years aft er his death and publication of his landmark paper, was 
deoxyribonucleic acid, DNA, found to be the molecule responsible 
for transmitt ing heritability.48 In the decades that followed the code 
of life was deciphered, the chemistry of life was explained, and 
the transfer of genetic material from one organism to another gave 
birth to a new industry, biotechnology, now four decades old.49

The development and deployment of powerful new tools based 
on advances in physics, chemistry, and computer science beginning 
in the 1980s are transforming the study of the “biotic” component 
of Lindeman’s biotic-abiotic complex. Ecosystem genomics is to 
the biosciences what the critical zone is to the Earth sciences. Both 
constitute rapidly emerging fi elds of inquiry enabled by new tools 
and by reframed visions about how to explore and conserve the 
natural world, including the substantial ecological services natu-
ral and modifi ed ecosystems provide to human beings.50 Both are 
enhanced by the information revolution and Moore’s Law, the axi-
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om that computing power per cost input doubles every two years. 
Whether it be the rising tide of “omics”–genomics, proteomics, 
transcriptomics, metabolomics, and microbiomics–or the 
ubiquitous wireless sensors, communications and imaging 
devices, and earth-bound and satellite networks, technological 
innovation is opening a big window on the biosphere.

The genome is an organism’s complete DNA sequence includ-
ing all of its genes. Genome sizes vary widely, for example, from a 
couple hundred thousand DNA base pairs in the smallpox virus to 
3.2 billion base pairs in the human genome to 22 billion base pairs 
in the loblolly pine genome. Ecosystem and conservation genomics 
use new genomic techniques to solve problems in environmental 
science and conservation biology. Because genetic fi tness is key to 
healthy populations, genomic approaches are currently being em-
ployed to study animals as diverse as wolves, bison, and bighorn 
sheep to inform care and breeding practices in captive or managed 
populations and monitor trends in wild populations.51 In the un-
seen world, metagenomics is revolutionizing microbiology and re-
lated fields. Today Lindeman would be able to draw a sample 
from the benthic layer of Cedar Bog Lake, sequence the genomes 
of all species in the sample as a single community, and gauge the 
entire community’s productivity and energy transfer potential. 

The application of genomics to ecosystems “is an especially im-
portant advance as this fi eld has not previously incorporated ge-
netics into studies of fundamental processes such as energy fl ow 
or nutrient cycling,” wrote an international team of scientists in “A 
Framework for Community and Ecosystem Genetics: From Genes 
to Ecosystems” published in Nature.52 In a study providing a ge-
netic basis for trophic-level interactions, researchers showed that 
small genetic changes in cott onwood trees along Utah’s Weber Riv-
er increased the density of aphid galls on the host trees, which in 
turn spurred birds preying on the aphids.53 Does genetic variation 
infl uence the way energy fl ows among organisms in an ecosystem?

Knowledge of microbial genes and the organisms in which they 
are expressed can be used to develop screening instruments to as-
sess how these genes and organisms fi x carbon dioxide (photosyn-
thetic micro-organisms), break down organic matt er, reduce metals, 
remediate hydrocarbons, transfer energy, and otherwise infl uence 
biogeochemical cycles. Metagenomic studies in the Gulf of Mexico 
following the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, for example, showed 
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that indigenous sediment microbes perform a valuable ecosystem 
service by degrading spilled oil through hydrocarbon-reducing ge-
netic pathways.54 Other microbial genetic pathways helped to make 
oil from decomposed food-web plant and animal matt er over hun-
dreds of millions of years. Microbes are versatile. They perform on 
the global stage and have a long run. 

The genetic revolution has much to off er natural resource, en-
ergy and ecosystems conservation, remediation of environmental 
damage, sustainable photosynthetic harvests, and adaptation to 
climate change. The new genomic editing technologies can be used 
to create “gene drives,” genetic systems that greatly enhance the 
odds that a specifi c trait will be passed on to off spring in sexually 
reproducing wild populations.55 Gene drives have the potential to 
help protect endangered species and suppress or eradicate invasive 
species and disease-bearing insects. They and other genetic tech-
nologies are poised to become useful tools for twenty-fi rst century 
ecosystems management and conservation practice, though their 
adoption by practitioners in the fi eld will not occur unless their 
safety and value can be persuasively demonstrated.56 

A Tribute and a Legacy
Lindeman died in June 1942 at age twenty-seven, two weeks 

aft er surgery to treat a rare form of hepatitis. He had writt en to 
Charles Reif in May that “there is a bett er than even chance I won’t 
survive the summer.”57 If there was a consolation to his rapidly 
failing health it was the lett er from Ecology editor Thomas Park he 
received in March. “I have carefully considered your revised man-
uscript and am herewith accepting it for Ecology,” Park wrote. “I 
rather imagine that the original referees will still object to certain of 
its basic premises but I think it best to publish your paper regard-
less. Time is a great sift er in these matt ers and it alone will judge 
the question.”58

As he would with the passing of Vladimir Vernadsky three 
years later, Lindeman’s Yale mentor G. Evelyn Hutchinson wrote 
a tribute to him in an addendum to the trophic-dynamic paper, 
which was published in the October issue of Ecology: 

Knowing that one man’s life at best is too 
short for intensive studies of more than a 
few localities, and before the manuscript was 
completed, that he might never return again 
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to the fi eld, he wanted others to think in the 
same terms as he had found so stimulating, 
and for them to collect material that would 
confi rm, extend, or correct his theoretical 
conclusions. The present contribution does 
far more than this. 

The “father of modern ecology” ended his tribute by calling his 
late postdoc “one of the most creative and generous minds yet to 
devote itself to ecological science.”59 That mind, born of the tall-
grass prairie, could grasp and integrate questions about the length 
of food chains; the effi  ciency of trophic transfers; the rates of prima-
ry productivity; energy value adjustments for losses due to respira-
tion, predation, and decomposition; and the role of bacteria and mi-
croorganisms in cycling dead organic matt er.60 Despite criticism of 
Lindeman’s trophic level concept,61 it has endured. “Lindeman was 
able to see beyond the immediate form of ecosystem relationships 
to perceive the underlying thermodynamic generator for much of 
organized behavior,” wrote theoretical ecologist Robert E. Ulano-
wicz.62 

The laws of thermodynamics operated exactly the same when 
fossil fuels were being formed from dead organic matt er eons ago 
as when Hans Bethe discerned how the sun produces the energy 
that radiates to Earth and Lindeman proff ered a unifying theory 
for energy fl ow in ecosystem food webs. The energy demand for 
life itself, for metabolism, respiration and reproduction, has not 
changed. The energy demand for human life, as humans prefer to 
live it, has changed enormously, running up against constraints 
posed by ecology and thermodynamics.63

In On the Origin of Species, a book in which the word “energy” 
does not appear, Darwin wrote that “plants and animals, most re-
mote in the scale of nature, are bound together by a web of com-
plex relations.” Lindeman fi gured out how energy fl ows through 
Darwin’s web in a few short years, mostly when he was a graduate 
student and briefl y as a postdoctoral fellow. He was a mere decade 
removed from life on a prairie farm, from his lett er to Park College 
in which he expressed his interest in science because it allowed one 
to “see and try to understand the majestic symmetry of the uni-
verse.” It was this orderly balance that Darwin understood, invok-
ing Newton at the end of his book with the observation that endless 
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forms have been and are being evolved while “this planet has gone 
cycling on according to the fi xed law of gravity.” 

Yet Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection lacks the 
symmetrical structure of Newtonian physical laws. Its apparent ran-
domness and contingency were out of sync with science’s prevail-
ing “balance of nature” paradigm, the concept that an implicit order 
underlies the natural world and is just waiting to be discovered.64 In 
ecology the balance of nature implies that ecosystems are normal-
ly in a stable equilibrium. Here Lindeman hedged, qualifying the 
natural symmetry he had hoped to confi rm. “Natural ecosystems 
may tend to approach a state of trophic equilibrium under certain 
conditions, but it is doubtful if any are suffi  ciently autochthonous 
[indigenous] to att ain, or maintain, true trophic equilibrium for any 
length of time,” he wrote in his paper. The less-than-stable equilib-
rium was principally a function of local conditions, however, con-
ditions that in his mind could be overcome when framed in a larger 
context, say as a single global biogeochemical mechanism. Under 
Hutchinson’s infl uence, Lindeman reached again for the “majestic 
symmetry of the universe” that he had envisioned when he was 
a high school senior in Redwood Falls, Minnesota, writing, “The 
biosphere as a whole, however, as Vernadsky so vigorously asserts, 
may exhibit a high degree of true trophic equilibrium.”65 To view 
the biosphere as asymmetrical, intangible, contingent, and stochas-
tic was to rob it of its harmony and beauty. That may have been 
the case as much for a pioneering ecosystems ecologist as it would 
surely be for a twenty-fi rst century environmental activist.

The biosphere and its ecosystems are not zones of harmonious 
order, and neither is their energy source. As Lindeman collected 
his samples on Cedar Bog Lake beneath the summer sun and calcu-
lated energy fl ow through trophic levels of ecosystem food webs, 
Hans Bethe was calculating the energy production in stars using 
quantum mechanics, the very embodiment of scientifi c uncertainty 
in the invisible world of energy fl ow. Indeed, quantum eff ects are 
found in photosynthesis itself.66 Yet ecologists are uncomfortable 
with indeterminacy, so the search goes on for a plausible explana-
tion of ecological dynamics. More than a century aft er it fi rst ap-
peared on the scene, Robert Ulanowicz wrote in 2003, “ecology 
today still appears to many to be too diverse and confl icted to be 
able to coalesce around any one coherent theory.”67 What is needed, 
in his view and that of others, is a more encompassing metaphys-
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ics, one that can accommodate metaphor and bridge the divide be-
tween ecological science and environmental ethics.68 

Lindeman likely would have agreed. Bethe did not see his ther-
modynamic calculations of nature’s energy source as inconsistent 
with his being an outspoken critic of the world’s prevailing post-
World War II environmental threat, the buildup of thermonuclear 
weapons. Besides, although Lindeman is remembered chiefl y for 
a breakthrough theoretical concept of energy fl ow in ecosystems, 
he was a fi eld ecologist at heart, a limnologist from the Prairie. 
His description of the natural history of Cedar Bog Lake echoes 
his limnological forebears, with origins in Stephen Forbes’s classic 
description of “The Lake as a Microcosm” (1887) and Henry David 
Thoreau’s account of Walden Pond (1854). Indeed, the transcen-
dentalist Thoreau, regarded by some as America’s fi rst limnologist, 
spent a day at the Indian agency in Redwood Falls while touring 
Minnesota in 1861, botanizing along the way.69

In his journal Thoreau described Decodon verticillatus, swamp 
loosestrife. “What stout, woody, perennial rootstocks!” he ex-
claimed.70 Lindeman observed in his American Midland Naturalist 
article that most of Cedar Bog Lake “is bordered by an invading 
front” of Decodon, “a plant rare in Minnesota but very abundant in 
the Cedar Bog.” Decodon is bett er adapted than Typha latifolia (cat-
tail), its rival in the batt le for invasion supremacy from the shoreline, 
particularly with high water, he wrote. Both Decodon and Typha are 
key contributors to the vegetative mat that, based on the ecological 
principles of lake succession, will be transformed into peat-like soil 
that can support the growth of trees including Thuja occidentalis, the 
white cedar aft er which Cedar Creek with its bog lake was named. 

The ecological principles of lake succession are no longer the 
exclusive province of the natural world. Seen from the sky on a 
clear summer day, Cedar Bog Lake is like an oval mirror framed in 
green felt. We can imagine that the mirror refl ects not just a summer 
sky beneath which a graduate student once collected samples but 
an atmosphere dramatically altered by human agency in ways we 
struggle to comprehend because we cannot see it. The sunlight that 
animated ecosystems eons ago, now eff ectively packed in organic 
materials from Decodon and Typha and other plants and animals, 
is being massively resurrected from Earth’s subterranean vaults. 
These materials are burned at eight times the rate they were when 
Lindeman extended his sampling rod into Cedar Bog Lake.71 Their 
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combustion produces tens of billions of tons of waste compounds 
each year that cannot readily be gathered and stored or shipped. 
For now, living things and their ecosystems have litt le choice but to 
adapt to having these waste compounds in their midst.

In time, the relentless biotic encirclement and encroachment of 
the lake Lindeman came to know so intimately will transform it, 
as he envisioned the natural course of lake succession. The oval 
mirror will go dark, covered over by sedge mat succeeded by bog 
forest. Meanwhile, an unnatural ecological transformation fl ow-
ing from laws governing energy and heat, breathtaking in scope, is 
well underway.

Modern ecology constitutes the interplay of science and con-
servation, an interplay refl ected in the research of young investi-
gators who receive the Raymond L. Lindeman Award for aquatic 
science.72 Lindeman undertook his ecological and developmental 
studies of Cedar Bog Lake just as public att itudes towards prai-
rie wetlands were shift ing. In his book about the wetlands of the 
American Midwest, geographer Hugh Prince describes how grow-
ing interest in wildlife conservation, elevated by Aldo Leopold, 
dramatically slowed the massive draining of prairie wetlands for 
agriculture that came with Euro-American sett lement.73 Wetland 
ecosystems, he concluded, are culturally constructed representa-
tions of deep history. 

The Cedar Creek upland forest-wetland mosaic that Lindeman 
came to know stretches across the heart of the Anoka Sand Plain. 
The ecological succession of the bog lake he explored proceeds 
largely as nature would have it proceed. In contrast, the prairie-
wetland mosaic of Redwood County at the time of Thoreau’s visit 
has been transformed into a food production grid. Like much of 
Earth, southwestern Minnesota no longer possesses a natural his-
tory unaltered by human design. But it produced Lindeman just as 
the wetlands preservation movement was beginning to fl ower on 
the Prairie. It gave the world a keen intelligence for imagining and 
describing the life-energy dynamic of an aquatic system, an ecosys-
tems dynamic animated by energy from the sun.

Notes
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and the Anthropocene.” University of St. Thomas thermal engineer John 
Abraham kindly read the manuscript. The University of Minnesota Archives 
provided valuable assistance in locating the portrait used in this article 
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